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During the First World War, the Dutch were still unfamiliar with the word “jazz,” but this changed in 1919 when 

at various dance schools “Jes,” “Jas,” or “Yasz” (initially there existed confusion over the correct spelling) was 

introduced as a new American dance. In 1920, the English orchestra The London Five played in The Hague and 

during that same year the Amsterdam dance instructor James Meyer founded the first Dutch professional jazz 

ensemble, the James Meyer’s Jazzband, under direction of the pianist Leo de la Fuente. The year before, Meyer 

had traveled to England to seek inspiration in the modern ballrooms.
1
 Through his orchestra, and especially 

through the BBC radio programs broadcast from the Savoy hotel in London, the English ballroom dances became 

popular in the Netherlands. Starting in 1919, the first American dance records became available. Both the English 

ballroom dances and the American ragtimes were a great success. A postwar dance craze erupted with great 

intensity. The reveling public was in an e1ectrified mood. Fed up with the Wiener Damenkapelle, the salon 

orchestras, and the melodies of Johann Strauss and Franz Léhar, the public demanded “jazz” music. Instead of 

“Tango Tea” at Pschorr in Rotterdam, people wanted to dance. One fashionable dance after the other was 

introduced: the Shimmy, the Charleston, the Black Bottom. Pschorr was rebuilt into a dance Mecca and a six foot 

replica of the Statue of Liberty, under the banner “We1come to New York,” formed part of the décor.
2
  String 

sections were expanded with a drum equipped with a horn and an enamel pan, which was enough to qualify for a 

jazz band in those days. But this did not last for very long. To alleviate the absence of a horn section, 

saxophonists, clarinetists and trumpet players were recruited from military bands. Older musicians, string players 

and pianists, received remedial training in various wind instruments. 

The demand for traditional entertainment and salon orchestras declined. Until the end of the First World War 

the repertoire of these string sections and orchestras consisted mainly of French and German songs, Viennese 

Waltzes, Tangos, and popular operetta melodies rearranged for a small company. Often the musicians from these 

orchestras had undergone a classical music training and earned a modest living in one of the symphonic or cinema 

orchestras. For their livelihood they either provided private tutoring or performed popular music. During the 

1920s, the popularity of the new American dances forced these musicians to change their repertoire, which was 

difficult for many musicians of the old school. Yet, for those who could and wanted to make the transition from 

Suppé to Alexanders Ragtime Band and from violin to saxophone, there was plenty of opportunity to work. 

This was especially the case for the younger generation who, inspired by the American orchestra of Paul 

Whiteman and English bands such as The Savoy Orpheans and the orchestra of Jack Hylton (both in turn 

influenced by Whiteman), formed their own jazz ensembles. In 1924, the Original Victoria Band was founded in 

Breda under the direction of Theo Abels and two years later The Original Ramblers, with Jack and Louis de Vries, 

Theo Uden Masman and Kees Kranenburg first appeared. The brothers Willebrandts established their orchestra in 

1929. Amateur jazz practice look place especially in the more affluent quarters of society, notably the student 

world. Here English was spoken and enough money was available to boy records and expensive musical 

instruments. At many a university or grammar school one could hear the sounds of a school band. In Leyden in 

1925, for instance, the fraternity orchestra Minerva was founded and in Wageningen the students of the 

Agricultural College were united in the Ceresband. Beginning in 1924 The Queen Melodists, a combination of 

well-to-do citizens and students with Theo Uden Masman and later on Mel1e Weersma at the piano, played in The 

Hague. Quite remarkable was the formation of an, albeit somewhat c1umsy, jazz-like orchestra at the Royal 

Military Academy in Breda in 1924. 

The arrival of American music caused much consternation among different groups in society. The enthusiasm 

of the often young jazz fans contrasted with the reserved attitude of especially the older generations. Yet despite 

all the criticism and obstac1es put in the way, various societal and technological developments made it impossible 

to stop the Americanization of the entertainment music in the Netherlands. In the following pages these 

developments and the reactions they provoked will be discussed. First, the focus centers on the critics and the jazz 
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fans in the twenties and thirties. Next, the polities of culture during the Second World War will be investigated, 

and fina1ly this paper addresses the question of how the nature of the criticism before the war differed from 

postwar jazz critique. 

 

 

An Abyss of Sin: The Anti-Jazz Party in the Twenties and Thirties 

 

At first only the growing popularity of the American dances found expression in various illustrated magazines. In 

the fashion journal Cinema & Theater, which was founded in 1921, the Amsterdam dance instructor Cor Klinkert 

advertised for “instruction in Shimmy, the greatest fashion,” whilst at the same time the various steps and figures 

of, for instance, the Black Bottom were described in detail.
3
 Serious reviews of jazz records or concerts, however, 

did not appear. On the other hand, this combination of ignorance and sensationalism avoided any explicitly 

negative judgments in the first years after the introduction of jazz music in the Netherlands. Only occasionally the 

new music was dismissed as part of American mass culture, “If Columbus had not discovered America, then we 

would have been spared a lot of record and saxophone misery, not to mention jazz, chewing gum and other 

wretchedness,” according to a lamentation in the monthly journal Astra of April 1926. 

Until that moment the daily press had hardly paid any attention to jazz music. This changed in the summer of 

1926 when the American orchestra of Paul Whiteman came to the Netherlands. Its three concerts, two in the 

Kurhaus in Scheveningen and one in the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, had long been gold out and received 

generally ecstatic responses. The daily newspaper De Maasbode wrote, “here the jazz enters into a spiritual 

entente with the old world.” “Unquestionably astonishing,” wrote the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, “a 

delightful and colorful polytonal movie in sound.” The newspaper Het Vaderland recognized in the orchestra a 

“Mengelberg-like ensemble. .. a beautiful organism, in which each link acted in a perfect way. In the full strength 

of this ensemble one finds a dash of daring, a dash of humor, a dash of tiger glossing beauty. “
4
 

The symphonic jazz of Whiteman (Rhapsody in Blue), interchanged with syncopic dance music and jazz-like 

arrangements of composers like Liszt and Wagner, was more in line with the European music vocabulary than the 

polyrhythm of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band (ODJB) from America, who introduced the improvised “classical 

jazz” into Europe during their visit to England in 1919. It looked as if with Whiteman‟s performance, jazz music 

had suddenly become respectable. The director of the Residentie Orchestra Georg Schneevoigt spoke of “the 

best... in the field of jazz” and added that, “Mengelberg is as enthusiastic about this band as I am.”
5
 

However, Schneevoigt‟s statement that even Mengelberg, the king of Dutch classical concert life, had 

expressed his appreciation for “the king of jazz,” did not at all imply that jazz was widely accepted in the world of 

classical music. On the contrary, many a classical composer and musician regarded the new music as a barbaric 

invasion, a threat to art. As carriers of the centuries old musical tradition of the occident they felt a responsibility 

to raise their voice against the invading, improvising competition. In the October, 1926 issue of De Muziek, the 

official organ of the Federation of Dutch Musicians Organizations, an article appeared by the composer and music 

critic Matthijs Vermeulen. He wrote: “Jazz is rubbish and a caricature of the modem orchestra, the orchestra of 

Debussy, Strauss, Mahler, Schoenberg; garbage arranged by half-grown musicians for the purpose and 

accommodation of public frolic. And do not think to reverse the roles! Whoever thinks that his instrumentation 

can benefit from the jazz is twenty years behind on the evolution of music.”
6
 Composer Willem Pijper fully 

agreed with him: “Vermeulen put his finger on it excellently: „old garbage scraped together from all pre-war 

dumps.‟”
7
 

Such criticism of jazz often concealed fear and dissatisfaction with postwar societal changes. This is quite 

obvious in the artic1e “Jazz,” which Karel Mengelberg, a student of Willem Pijper, wrote in October, 1927: 

“When the people realized how hollow their nationalistic and moralistic phrases were, as the troops returned from 

the battlefields and the tanks of the revolutionaries rolled through the streets of the metropoles, jazz began, 

licentious, without a „general music theory‟ wild and loud ... In the overcrowded pubs the jazz bands roared 

without interruption… The equally animalistic musical as licentious negroes-in the literal sense of the word-set 
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the tone ... We believe, however, ... that people soon will grow tired of this syncopated parade march. In secret 

many curse jazz after all, but in the struggle with the syncopated spirit of the age, they have the worse in most 

cases.”
8
 

This, of course, was not an informed music critique, and in general, critics were inc1ined to give very 

subjective appreciations when jazz was the topic. In 1935 the V ARA, a broadcast organization which was linked 

to the Dutch labor movement, held a Jazz Week. On that occasion several well-known Dutch citizens were asked 

the simple question: “What do you think of jazz?” Composer Piet Ketting answered: “Contemporary degeneration 

finds in it a ringing symbol” and his colleague Dr. Johan Wagenaar had not bothered with jazz because, “the 

dominant spirit there” did not “in the least” appeal to him. Pianist Willem Andriessen believed that there was no 

substantial artistic influence emanating from jazz: “I believe presently, rather the opposite, judging the mentality 

expressed by jazz music.” Finally, composer Van den Sigtenhorst Meyer placed jazz music on a level with 

tobacco and liquor: When used too much, it is pernicious to the chastity and susceptibility of the mind. “
9
 

For many the First World War had raised doubts about the supremacy of Western civilization. All of a 

sudden, traditional values and faith in progress were no longer unquestioned. In addition to cultural pessimism and 

uncertainty, people also became acquainted with a new, unknown American culture, with the Charleston, the 

Black Bottom, the Foxtrot and with jazz music. 

At first, jazz in the style of King Oliver and the ODJB was heard and performed only in a small circ1e of 

connoisseurs, but the new dances quickly became popular with a much broader audience. Whereas the 

aforementioned representatives of the c1assical music world felt particularly threatened by the arrival of jazz 

music, pedagogues, ministers, and youth leaders were above all opposed to the modern American dances. They 

considered the dance hall a breeding place of spiritual decay, symptomatic for a degenerated, disoriented society, 

where traditional value systems as presented by the Christian churches or socialism, had lost their influence. 

According to the socialist crusaders against moral decline, jazz and the quickstep formed part of a bourgeois, 

pseudo civilization. On the occasion of Whiteman‟s performance, the music critic Paul F. Sanders wrote in the 

socialist daily Het Volk of June 24, 1926 of “a thoroughly American evening.” Among all the appreciative 

reviews, he was the only one who cast a negative judgment. He regarded “the sexual atmosphere in the music,” as 

an expression of a barbaric culture: “triumph of the technique, a narcotic for exhausted businessmen, who seek a 

brainless diversion.” The members of the Arbeiders Jeugd Centrale (the biggest socialist youth organization), also 

went 10 battle. They too, instead of fighting the class enemy, began a campaign against the “easy-going, pleasure 

seekers of our civilization in decay.” In countless booklets, brochures, and pamphlets the spokesmen for the AJC 

condemned banal talking, loitering in smoky cafes, superficial flirting, smoking, drinking and the frequenting of 

sultry dancing halls. Instead of step and shuffle dances, people should be out folk dancing.
10

  

In their denunciations the Catholics sometimes reached quasi-poetic heights. In his 1927 Lenten pastoral letter 

the bishop of Den Bosch, Monsignor Diepen, warned in yet a calm tone against “the new paganism,” with “its 

widespread modern dances.” However, according to the pastors of the city of Utrecht a year later, jazz was “a 

frivolous, yes passionate dance music... intended to bring the dancers in an intoxicated state of sensuality

Certainly we do not exaggerate when we maintain that our modem pagan dances are an abyss of sin Where 

people dance, men become dazed and women encounter their downfall; one cannot dance on earth and one day 

enjoy the blessings of heaven.”
11

 In the educational brochure series entitled “For Honor and Virtue,” we find the 

answer to the question: “Where have people learned the new dances? People have learned them from savage 

tribes. They dance like Kaffirs, waggling and wobbling like geese. “
12

 

The Protestant population was also admonished. In “Many questions-one answer, “ an educational publication 

from the thirties, the dangers of gymnastics were discussed: “ ... it looks a lot like dancing... and we do not want 

anything to do with dancing. Thank goodness Christian virtue still resists this. “
13

 

A similar attitude with regards to dancing and jazz could be detected among the Dutch national socialists. In 

de Stormmeeuw, the monthly magazine of the Nationale Jeugdstorm, one finds the same calls for character 
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building and the same rejection of youths who have succumbed to the lure of mass culture (smoking, jazz, and 

make-up), as in the brochures and pamphlets of all the other youth organizations. During a membership drive in 

November 1934, the stormers addressed: “the youth for which Holland is waiting. Not the youth which is already 

written off. Who have become old through jazz, and grey due to the cocktail.”
14

 

National socialists, composers and musicians of classical music, Protestants, Roman Catholics and reds, all 

cursed the arrival of the new American entertainment culture. Their moral indignation reverberated throughout the 

press. While most Dutch reporters had an open mind regarding the new music of Paul Whiteman in June, 1926, 

soon moral judgments and tendentious reviews gained the upper hand. Het Vaderland described on 2 August 1926 

how German street musicians in The Hague played American foxtrots: “Just then the orchestra played the big hit 

from last year: „Yes sir that‟s my baby.‟ The clarinets wailed. The drummer annexed his desk to make it sound 

real. The basses collided in syncopes. „Schön was?,‟ the money collector said and he shrugged his shoulders.”
15

 

A report on modern dancing in the Haagsch Maandblad of January 1927 observed with dismay that the dance 

pairs executed all kinds of motions “of which the origin lies in the erotic, maddening arousal of barbaric negro 

tribes and wherein brute primal instincts of both sexes attempt to celebrate themselves. “
16

 

The Maatschappij tot Verspreiding van Goede en Goedkoope Literatuur [Society for the Advancement of 

Good and Inexpensive Reading Matter] even went so far as to publish a travel account under the title “the raging 

saxophone.” A fragment reads: “A few shrill, shrieking tones of the trumpet, a high pitched cry of distress of the 

saxophone, and then ... through the open space of the hall shook, vibrated the bodies of the men dressed in 

smoking and the slim frames of the women ... in their eyes lay something of the primal desire, of the primal 

instinct: the mating craze. And the five shiny black magicians blew the aristocratic party hall full of an infernal 

and pagan rhythm.”
17

 

Time and again, jazz music and modern dances were associated with barbarism, primitive, prima! instincts 

and eroticism. The entertainment industry responded to the negative portrayal by imposing strict restrictions on 

the appearance and behavior of the musicians. During a concert bath professionals and amateurs had to behave in 

an exemplary manner. Dress, hairstyle, presentation, everything had to be flawless to make sure a respectable and 

civilized impression was made. After all, critics of all persuasions were lying in wait and so the dance room and 

bar owners kepi a watchful eye to make sure that, despite the arrival of the new music, moral sense and decency 

were maintained, if only for the sake of appearances. No excessive drinking and no provocative hot dance music, 

for the slightest jarring note was enough to alarm the police and risk losing one‟s license to sell liquor or have live 

music. 

Despite these precautions, intervention at a national level followed anyhow. At the initiative of the Tucht-Unie 

[Discipline Union], an organization committed by its statutes” ... to fight licentiousness and to beautify public 

life,” a “committee concerning public entertainment” was installed, which in 1927 requested governmental action 

against modem dancing. The Discipline Unions‟ paper called de Gong, warned those youngsters who succumbed 

to “dances originating with wild negro tribes. It should be made clear that all these perverse gyrations, all this 

shuffling back and forth and jerking and shaking and twisting and licking one‟s lips quasi-graceful and messing 

and wrangling, all this leads towards the forbidden act.”
18

 

The request was met and in 1930 a government commission was installed, which one year later came up with 

a [mal rapport. The modem dances constituted a moral threat to the youth, so the conclusion went. 

“Demoralization bas penetrated from all countries involved in the war. Its ways of expression however, are mainly 

American”
19

 The committee had jazz music and swing dances from the United States in mind which, according to 

the committee, mirrored the superficiality of American social life. As the most important cause for this 

development the committee mentioned advanced mechanization and the division of labor which had led to “the 

impoverishment of life and extremely superficial contacts with fellow human beings,” all this at the expense of 

older organic structures like the family, the school, and the church. “In such an incoherent mass as the American 
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one, union bas to be achieved in the instinctual realm and this is what determines the essence of the American 

culture,. a mass product, whether one tries to found it in the daily press, in music, or in film.”
20

 Negroes set the 

tone and the rhythm in American music, because they disposed of the greatest instinctual energy. A “contagious 

enjoyment of life,” which was suited pre-eminently to create a daze in which it was easy to live for those for 

whom a deeper consciousness of life was too difficult. The committee saw in all this an enormous danger against 

which Europe should arm itself. The committee also noted in Western Europe a decline of “a life of deeper 

meaning” to a “life of primitive stimuli” and warned against those who cherished the American “libertarianism” 

and who propagated the “Americanization of Europe.” America was depicted as a naive country where, with 

primitive means such as “cries” and “yells” and the raising of the Stars and Stripes, an artificial national 

enthusiasm was being aroused. “Those who in Europe pluck the strings of the instinctual life in the mode of the 

American „culture‟ without being able to provide a union, will only create one piece of confusion out of Europe, 

in which war, and civil war shall give expression to the fierce whipped up instincts. “
21

 

This instinctiveness was stimulated in the modem dance hall by red lamps and an “excessively contrasting 

sound chaos, in which often a saxophone wails (an instrument about which our psychological advisor expressed 

himself in very insinuating comments) and to which often a „singing‟ gentleman with a kind of shirts horn, renders 

a musical contribution. “
22

 The committee felt that one had to be extremely naive if one did not immediately 

recognize which “layer of human consciousness” was being aroused here. 

The recommendations of the governmental committee resulted in the adaptation of the 1933 liquor law. 

Henceforth dancing was only allowed in establishments with an alcohol license after the mayor had granted 

permission. In addition, by Royal Decree of April 27, 1933, several other general minimum requirements for a 

dance hall were set, such as the size of the dance floor (no bigger than one fourth of the total area), the number of 

dancing couples (maximum of one couple per square meter), the lights and the decoration (booths and other 

enclosed spaces were prohibited). At the same time, it was decided that minors under the age of 18 were no longer 

allowed in dance establishments and that female employees could no longer serve the customers. 

Yet, in practice very little changed. The Catholic youth workers periodical Dux complained as late as 1937 

that the ordinances of the Royal Decree were not observed: “Even though the dance craze, which we have known 

in the postwar years, bas calmed down, there still exists a very dangerous terrain, especially in the larger cities 

with a mixed population (mixed marriages!).”
23

 

 

 

“Swing nozems” and Jazz Purists: Jazz Fans in thet Twenties and Thirties 

 

Both in the report of the government committee and in the responses from the classical music world, the churches, 

and the press, the fear for an American mass culture to which domestic norms and values would be sacrificed, 

dominated. The counterpart of this camp of cultural pessimists, was a rich tapestry of jazz and swing fans, the 

hard core of whom consisted of a small group of primarily male grammar school fellows, Gymnasium pupils and 

university students of middle-class origin who, through record evenings, lectures, study sessions and self-made 

music, dedicated all their tree time to jazz. 

At the Kennemer Lyceum in Overveen, for example, a jazz fan club was founded at the end of the twenties, 

which from 1931 until the outbreak of the war, manifested itself in each edition of the school paper with a section 

on records entitled: “What shall we play?” On the front page of the March edition from 1932 we find a call to 

participate in a record club. “It is our plan to lend 4 dance records a week to everyone who likes to join. These 

records will all be up-to-date, so they will contain the most recent English and American hits as well as the best 

Hot records,” according to the drummer of the Kennemer Lyceum band, Eddy Crommelin. During the same year 

still, he, together with a couple of school friends, decided to follow the Belgian and French examples and founded 

a Hot Club in Holland. This Nederlandsche Hot Club [Dutch Hot Club] (NHC) proved to be a fruitful initiative. 

Soon after starting off in Haarlem, there appeared NHC-sections in Amsterdam, Nijmegen, Utrecht, Den Helder 

and The Hague. The different sections were united in the Nederlandsche Jazz Liga [Dutch Jazz League] (NJL) 

and closely related to De Jazzwereld in which all NJL-news was published. De Jazzwereld was a monthly 
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magazine, founded in 1931 by Ben Bakema, better known as Red Debroy, who at that time was only sixteen years 

of age and played the alto in the Kennemer Lyceum band. The first edition came out in August and proved to be a 

great success. Within a year the magazine was sold not only in Holland and Flanders but also in the Dutch Indies, 

Germany, Switzerland, Denmark and even in Morocco, where German and Dutch speaking dance-hall visitors 

lead De Jazzwereld.
24

 Every month the subscribers were kept up-to-date about the latest records and in the 

regional survey, the whole national jazz landscape, from Heiloo to Valkenburg and from Groningen to Bergen op 

Zoom, was accurately mapped out. 

Most jazz concerts took place in the three big cities: Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague. When in May 

1934 the orchestra of Leon Abbey came to the Groningen Astoria, the magazine De Jazzwereld wrote: “H will be 

one of those rare moments that Groningen-and not Amsterdam or The Hague-will get to hear a band with an inter-

national reputation.”
25

 That the famous domestic and foreign professional orchestras were active primarily in the 

western urban region (today called the Randstad, the urban agglomeration bordered by Amsterdam, Haarlem, The 

Hague, Rotterdam and Utrecht), did not mean, however, that those in the provincial cities of other regions were 

behind on the latest developments. During the thirties, dozens of regional jazz clubs flourished throughout the 

country, for instance, the Hot Club Breda and the Hot Record Club in Zaandam which, in addition to their own 

club and regional bands sometimes managed to sign up famous American performers for a guest performance. At 

the same time, the western urban region became more accessible through the expanding railway net. Often young 

fans also trekked many kilometers on their bicycles to admire their idols, or they followed their favorite local 

bands on a tour. Finally, radio and recordings offered the most important guarantee for a balanced diffusion of an 

up-to-date jazz repertoire. 

The thirties witnessed a tremendous increase in export of American and English music. As a result of the 

steady growth of the number of households with a radio and the availability of better and less expensive record 

players, more people then ever before came into contact with jazz and especially the popular variant of this music: 

swing. Soon the broadcast companies employed permanent radio orchestras. 1935 saw the founding of the A VRO 

Decibels under the direction of Eddy Meenk, with Sem Nijveen, Maurice van Kleef and arrangeur Klaas van 

Beeck. A year later The Ramblers formed the V ARA Dansorkest [V ARA Dance Orchestra]. In 1935 the VARA 

organized its first Jazz Week with, among others, the Jack de Vlies Internationals and record programs presented 

by the two Jazzwereld editors Bob Schrijver and Mr. C. Poustochkine. Afraid of losing members, the Dutch 

broadcast organizations were careful not to program all too controversial hot jazz, because this style was not 

appreciated by the broader audience. For this reason the radio orchestras played in the more modest, polished 

English big band style, sometimes even interchanged with waltzes and ballroom tunes (John Kristel), or with a 

mixture of cabaret songs and Dutch clog dances (Boyd Bachman). Nevertheless, the musicians themselves 

generally favored the American arrangements. Ernst van „t Hoff, Dick Willebrandts, Melle Weersma, Jack de 

Vries and The Ramblers all preferred the American repertoire. 

Through radio broadcasts and guest performances of American musicians, this American jazz repertoire 

reached the Dutch public directly, unfiltered by European arrangements. Duke Ellington and his orchestra played 

the Scheveningen Kurhaus in July, 1933 featuring Cooty Williams and Johnny Hodges. The same year in 

November Louis Armstrong gave two concerts in Holland, and in 1934 he came round again as did Cab Calloway 

and his orchestra. Willy Lewis, Benny Carter, Arthur Briggs and Bill Coleman regularly returned as guests. In 

1935, Coleman Hawkins was touring with the Jack Hylton‟s English orchestra when the Nazis refused him entry 

into Germany because of the color of his skin. He stayed behind in Holland and in the ensuing years he often 

performed with The Ramblers, appearing as guest soloist. Together with drummer Maurice van Kleef and the 

American pianist Freddy Johnson, who worked in the Netherlands from 1934 onwards, he made numerous 

recordings. Their concerts were frequently broadcast by the VARA and the A VRO radio broadcasting 

organizations. 

However, the Dutch radio station in Hilversum was not the only one which broadcast jazz music. On the 

Belgian radio one could hear the orchestras of Stan Brenders, Fud Candrix and Jean Omer. Radio Luxembourg 

regularly scheduled jazz music as well. But it was the BBC, which gave the English orchestras of Harry Roy, Bert 

Ambrose, Jack Payne and specially Jack Hylton the most popularity in Holland. Their smooth, polished dance 

music, in which the arrangements were often more important than the improvisations, struck the popular fancy 

most. 
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Swing bands in the style of Jack Hylton thrived on the popularity of the new, American dances from the 

period after the first world war. These dances originated in the black ghettos of the big American cities, but during 

the twenties, the Federation of Dutch Dance School Teachers, following the example of their English colleagues, 

restyled them and made them sufficiently “respectable” to meet the taste of a large audience. The same applied to 

swing dancing. Soon after Charles Lindberg‟s successful flight across the ocean in 1927, a new dance style was 

introduced in the Savoy Ballroom in Harlem on which occasion the dance partners took turns throwing each other 

through the air, flipping around each other‟s hips, and tossed to and fro. All this with a stoic, facial expression. 

These people were “cool,” dancing the Lindy Hopp. The film industry, revue theatres and night clubs in the 

United States recruited the Harlem hoppers or white imitators like Fred Astair and turned the Lindy Hopp into an 

American export product, which during the thirties became known on the European marked under the name of the 

music: “swing.” Hollywood movies like Dancing Lady (1933), Born to Dance (1936), Swing High Swing Low 

(1937), On the Avenue (1938) and especially Broadway Melody (1936-1938), all featured the tempestuous 

“swing.” In this way, bath swing dancing and swing music gained enormous popularity, particularly among the 

young. 

The average age of the audience in the dance halls of the big cities was slightly over twenty, but during jazz 

concerts in local bars, at school parties, or in private clubs, such as The Wanderers Hotclub in The Hague where 

the “swing nozems” acted like madmen on the dance floor, most of the visitors were considerably younger. 

Generally, girls dominated the dance floor. During concerts or record evenings, when there was no opportunity for 

dancing, the audience consisted mainly of boys. Not only the music, but also attitude and dress were important. 

Here, too, the music idols set the trend. Henk Huizinga remembered how the members of the Groningen Big 

Band, The Blue Lyres dressed: “That was a very particular affair. Very wide pants, extremely sharp pleats ... You 

had to lean against a fireplace in a rather casual fashion and then the pants had to reach just to your toes There 

were quite a few boys who placed their pants underneath their mattress at light. “
26

 

The fact that during the thirties, jazz and especially swing dancing were continuously discredited and equated 

with moral corruption, cultural barbarism and the mores of uncontrolled primitive Negro tribes, eventually created 

considerable confusion. This was especially the case among those youth who spent all their leisure time listening 

to and playing jazz music, and who scarcely demonstrated any interest in the activities of the organized youth 

movement. Particularly among the jazz fans in the NJL and among the young readers and editors of De Jazzwereld 

there were many who could not separate themselves from the moralizing tutelage of the established authorities. 

When it came to the test, they did not have the courage to break with the adults and often they resorted to a 

defensive posture. Hence, their jazz and swing veneration never developed into a counter culture in the 

Netherlands. Prom the very beginning J.B. van Praag, a member of the editorial board of De Jazzwereld, made a 

distinction between “real” jazz music and various derivatives aimed at the banal taste of the dance-fevered masses. 

To avoid confusion a special category called “avant garde” was introduced in April, 1932. “Prom our decision 

follows that in articles outside the category „Avant Garde,‟ the word jazz can only be allowed in very rare 

cases.”
27

 In their attempts to distinguish good from bad jazz, the rhetoric and prejudices of the anti-jazz side 

increasingly penetrated the editorial board during the thirties. “Is hot jazz lewd music?” and “Has jazz a value as 

an art?,” they asked themselves as early as the 1933 March issue. When reading the various issues of De 

Jazzwereld, the impression arises that the search for musical criteria to distinguish pure jazz from cheap, 

commercial imitations, was directly connected with efforts to gain recognition and respect from a hostile outer 

world. The fact that this search did not produce any result, subsequently caused great confusion and in the absence 

of clear-cut musical standards, I the editors eventually chose the color of the skin as being the decisive criterion. 

Jazz music merely required a feeling for “Negroid rhythm and melody” and this feeling was purest “among those 

who are negroid themselves.”
28

 Whenever the “original folk music of the North American Negroes” was played 

by whites, it could only lead to a banal extraction. Especially Will G. Gilbert, who in 1935 joined the editorial 

board when Red Debroy had already left, became a much feared executioner. In 1937 together with his fellow 

editor C. Poustochkine, he began to walk on the first Dutch book on jazz. It was published in 1939. The opening 

sentence leads: “It is least of all the intention of the writers of this book to make propaganda for jazz music.” And 

indeed, the crusade of De Jazzwereld against “the non-performance of white musicians” and the public ignorance 

was to be continued. With great expertise the writers explained what was meant with “hot intonations,” what a 
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“growl” was and why one could not speak of “pralltrillers,” “mordents” and “turns” in jazz. Notions as “dinge, 

lick, snear and whip” were carefully explained. All this so that a distinction could be made between for example: 

“the musically justified, internally sincere, albeit because of the primitiveness sometimes raw blues interpretation 

of the negro Oliver” and “the 00aesthetic, false and sensual „ragtime‟ of la Roca, which was deliberately made 

coarse through unnatural atavisms, while the wailing saxophone, which was later added to this ensemble, was the 

epitome of poor taste.”
29

 

Gilbert‟s efforts to legitimize his own passion ended in December 1940 when he concluded that jazz had 

reached the end of its evolution.
30

 During the German occupation, he drafted an ordinance to ban jazz influences 

from entertainment music at the request of the Department of Popular Education and Art (DVK). 

However, this remarkable searching for self justification and recognition was characteristic only for a small 

group of jazz purists within the Dutch community of young jazz fans. But because they were closely involved 

with the organization of several major, annual jazz competitions and the publication of the only Dutch monthly on 

jazz, their opinion reverberated well beyond the confines of such a small group. 

The vast majority of the young was not at all interested in discussions about jazz. They listened to The 

Ramblers, the Swing-Papa’s or the orchestra of Jack Hylton, even though often they did not know the word jazz. 

It was the popular dance music of the thirties and forties which, through the new media, reached an unprecedented 

large audience. Thus, Theo Uden Massman could evolve into the first national pop idol. At the same time in 

response to one of the biggest propaganda evenings for jazz, organized by the Dutch Jazz League, the newspaper 

Het Volk carried an article under the heading, “New hero worship.” 

 

 

“National Rubbish” 

The struggle against jazz music during the occupation 

 

During the first years of German occupation, the world of entertainment underwent no major changes. The concert 

agendas were fully booked, the annual jazz festival in the Scheveningen Kurhaus, organized by De Jazzwereld 

took place in August 1940 as usual, and the record industry was in full swing. 

      The German record companies Polydor, Elektrola, Telefunken and especially Brunswick, pressed American 

jazz and swing music throughout the entire war period for the export market. These records were also very 

popular in the Netherlands, not in the least because of the remarkable quality of the moulds which were being 

used. Records produced in Germany lasted longer then their American counterparts. The Dutch record industry 

also continued to function during the war. The story goes that Helmut Zacharias, the famous German hot-violist, 

worked as a repertoire inspector in German service for the Dutch record factory Decca. Be this as it may, in 1942, 

a re-release appeared of Benny Carter‟s “Lazy Afternoon”‟, recorded by Zacharias himself in 1937 in Bussum, 

provided of course with a Dutch title: “Luie Middag”. Several recordings by Coleman Hawkins were reissued as 

well and the “Farewell Blues” the traditional closing tune of every Ramblers concert, was available from 1942 

onwards under the title “Au Revoir”. 

      For Dutch Jazz musicians there was more work available the before. Already in September 1939, when 

England declared war on Germany, the competition from English musicians, all of whom were being called up for 

military service, had ceased. In addition, the import of records from the United States and England came to a 

complete halt, which increased the demand for the products of Dutch orchestras, arrangers and composers. The 

only foreign competition came from a dozen of American musicians, who could continue to play in the 

Netherlands until the United States joined the war in December 1941. Pianist Freddy Johnson was one of them. In 

the Amsterdam jazz café La Cubana of Max Woiski, the Negro Palce, the Scheveningen Trianon or in the 

Bredase Hot Club in Hotel Brabant in the South of Holland, everywhere he could work without restrictions, until 

he was interned by the Germans in December. Likewise, the American band of Willy Lewis toured the 

Netherlands as late as February 1941. 

 

      The Dutch orchestras managed with reasonable success to keep their jazz repertoire up-to-date by making 

recordings of English and American radio broadcasts, which they received through short wave frequencies. Thus, 

for instance in 1941 in Germany, the orchestra of Ernst van „t Hoff was able to record an album, exclusively 
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featuring Glen Miller compositions. Pi Scheffer wrote arrangements of the latest American tunes for the orchestra 

of Dick Willebrandts, which enlivened propaganda broadcasts for the Deutsche Europa Sender, beginning in 

August 1943. 

 

      During the occupation, jazz concerts were frequented by large audiences. This applied in both the concerts of 

the professional dance orchestras and the amateur orchestras, like for instance the Swing-Papa’s from The Hague, 

who performed for an overenthusiastic crowd in The Hague Zoo in 1942 under the name “Slingervaders”. 

 

      During the music hall party on April 27, 1941. More than two thousand young people listened in the 

Amsterdam Concert Hall to the Syncopated Musquetiers, Freddy Johnson, the Quintette de la Hot Assemblé 

d’Hollande and The Ramblers. The Nationaal Dagblad expressed its indignation over this event: “that a 

prestigious Dutch art institute as the Concert Hall in our capital, lends itself for such an event permeated with 

English infatuation.” Other newspapers used headlines like “magical enchantment” and “jazz feast in Concert Hall 

– youth triumphs.”
31

 

      Through their dancing, concert-going, and purchasing of new records, young people continued enjoying the 

modern leisure activities of the prewar period. That the opportunities for this were still widely available suggest a 

certain continuity. Nevertheless, from the beginning of the war there were developments which threatened this 

continuity. 

      In November 1940, the representative of Hitler in the Netherlands, Reich Commisionar Seys Inquart, founded 

the new Departement voor Volksvoorlichting en Kunsten (DVK) [Department of People‟s Education and the 

Arts]. The entire art sector had to follow orders from this Dutch variant of the German Reichsministerium für 

Volksaufklärung und Propaganda. The former music critic of the Algemeen Handelsblad, Jan Goverts was 

appointed to head the music department of the DVK. One of the first tasks he faced in his new position was the 

removal of all Jews from the world of music. This was not only the case in the classical music sector (no less than 

55 Jews played in the seven large symphonic orchestras), but also in jazz and entertainment music. Jewish 

composers, and Jewish music critics put an important mark on the prewar jazz scene in the Netherlands. 

      Om May 21, 1940, only one week after the Dutch surrendered, AVRO director Willem Vogt voluntarily fired 

all Jewish radio workers, including Max Tak, the first man to present a jazz talk show for the AVRO radio in 

1932. A year later, on May 15, a proclamation of the Dutch SS leader Rauter appeared in the press in which Jews 

were denied entrée to all public facilities. From that moment on, they were no longer allowed in cafés, concert 

halls and restaurants unless there was a sign that read “Jewish hall” or “open only to Jews. According to article six 

of the “Ordinance on the Appearance of Jews in public” it was forbidden for Jews “to participate in public, artistic 

performances, including concerts.” For all Jewish jazz musicians this meant that the curtain finally dropped. 

      The measures against the Jews were enforced by the Germans without consulting the DVK. The same was true 

for the demands that were made on the musical repertoire. In both cases the department functioned as a relay 

station for the Abteilung Kultur (Cultural Division) of the Reichskommisariat. But in contrast of the aryanisation 

of the world of music with which Goverts co-operated with distinct aversion, he demonstrated considerably more 

enthusiasm and initiative in the fight against jazz music, which in the end produced better results, at least on 

paper, than the occupying authorities demanded. 

      The premise for the supervision of the music repertoire was the “Programmgestaltung des deutschen 

Musiklebens”[The arrangement of programs for German musical life”], a decree by Goebbels from 1939 in which 

the criteria for the programming of German musical life were established. The purpose of music was to elevate the 

people and therefore programs “had to be adapted to the seriousness of the times and tot the national feelings of 

the people. Nevertheless light entertainment music should certainly not be abandoned; it should be secured from 

lack of dignity and excess in rendering. I declare therefore that works that go against national feelings, either 

because of the country of origin, because of the composer or because of their external frills, will no longer be 

performed, but must be replaced with other selections. In addition, efforts should be made that no restrictions 

worth mentioning of public performances of music take place nor that concerts are cancelled without any 

reason.”
32
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      In order to establish which music was dignified and in correspondence whit the national feelings, the civil 

servants at the DVK carefully translated the German directives which accompanied the “Programmgestaltung”, 

viz: a number of “reasons for the prohibition of records”, a list with forbidden records, and a list with “unwanted 

works”. Apart from the ordinance that Jewish music was prohibited, these documents contained many vague 

descriptions and subjective judgments. Despite this, Goverts and his administrators attempted to carry out the 

instructions completely, in order to effectuate the “Programmgestaltung”in the Netherlands. 

      It was clear that “titles and texts in a foreign language”, “swing dances” and “authors, publishers, assistants 

and orchestras from countries hostile to Germany” were unwanted. But the ordinance that “American hot 

arrangements or hot intonation” and “real or imitation Negro Music” were also prohibited unless it concerned a 

parody by German authors, was really much less clear. Criteria such as “inappropriate title”, “texts in poor taste” 

and “national rubbish” didn‟t provide much direction either, neither did the statement that “degenerated music in 

the style of Jewish inflation tendencies was undesirable.” It was also difficult to extrapolate an objective standard 

from the explanations which were provided for each of the “undesirable works.” The “Flat Floot Floogie” (sic) 

was “degenerate music”, the “Dipsey Doodle” (Brunswik) “exaggerated jazz instrumentation in hot style”. With 

“Caravan” (Brunswick) the form and interpretation “did not correspond with the feelings of the German people.” 

The same was the case with “The Lambeth Walk” (Brunswick), “Swing High-Swing Low”, “Swing for sale”(both 

on Lindström) and for “the distorted, screaming style of singing and the exaggerated hot-instrumentation” of the 

“Negro orchestra” of Nat Gonella. 

 

      It would, of course, be impossible for anyone to check how many and which of the prohibited “American hot-

instrumentation in the style of Jewish inflation tendencies” were part of the repertoire of the Dutch entertainment 

orchestras. Goverts too, struggled with this issue. In a letter dated April 16, 1941 Ray Goossens, the agent of the 

Sidney Welsh amateur dance orchestra, wanted to know exactly what the DVK-officials considered “hot jazz.”
33

 

Goverts, after first having inquired how many foreigners and Jews played in the orchestra, answered: “For hot jazz 

you can abide by the following definition: Pure Negro music, played by Negroes in an improvising style. This art 

is not understood by a non-negro. He does not improvise and when he does, he is only imitating and this bad 

imitation which generally entails a distorted sound mimicry and accentuation of the non-western techniques of 

vibrato, glissando, cercare etc….we reject. Jazz is something different from stupid rhythmic stamping and Negro 

imitation. The Western-Germanic music conception demands in the first place balance in the melody, harmony 

and rhythm; this must be kept in mind and not the Negro-American sound ideal.”
34

 

      When after this explanation Ray Goossens inquired whether improvisations were allowed within a number of 

bars of which only the chords were indicated, the answer suddenly was positive. “Our disapproval does not apply 

to certain details …., but in general to the character of the Negro music. For western dances and western 

entertainment, western music should be used, not the music of a race which is culturally far removed from us.”
35

  

      Goverts rejected jazz and swing music, because he considered those musical styles products of an inferior 

American Negro culture. The popularity of “the primitive” formed a threat to European, “Germanic” civilization. 

Primitiveness was not only characteristic for jazz music, but also for the modern American dances: “too much has 

been lost already because of the uncontrolled spreading of swing and hot-jazz and other disturbing elements in our 

civilization. Therefor dance instruction must be arranged and regulated” according to F. Primo, head of the theatre 

and dance division at the DVK.
36

 On April 2, 1941, more than 400 dance instructors were addressed in Hotel 

Krasnapolsky in Amsterdam by the secretary-general of the DVK, Dr. Tobie Goedewaagen. After an introductory 

sketch of the historical development of dance, he concluded that because of the dominant, urban civilization, the 

bond between dance and the values of the people had been lost: “The social dance rather looked for inspiration to 

the Negro culture and a brutal, overheated and soulless sexualism (sic), than to the noble tradition of one‟s own 

country and people and tribe …. No one will say, that today‟s young people use the dance floor in a manner which 

attests to much nobility, or much eminence …. In this field too, the government wants to see the education of the 

young carried out by those who are entirely of Dutch and Germanic blood.”
37

 

      In February 1942 a press release appeared in which it was announced that music programs had to be submitted 
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for inspection by DVK-officials, three weeks prior to the performance. Neither Goverts nor any of his civil 

servants knew however, what an “exaggerated jazz instrumentation” was or where the line should be drawn 

between “popular” and “degenerated music”, so the result was little more than a hunt for English words. Not only 

works with an English title or by an English composer were taboo, but also foreign names of orchestras and artists 

had to be replaced by Dutch names. Suddenly, the “Moochers” were called the “Moetschers” or the “Moetsjers”, 

the “Swing-Papa‟s” were renamed the “Slinger Vaders” and Pi Scheffer‟s “Blue Stars” changed their name into 

“Blauwe Sterren.” An invitation card of “The Wanderers Hotclub” from 1942 in which a performance of Ernst 

van „t Hoff was announced, was signed with “De Wandelaarsclub.” Since English titles were prohibited, they 

were replaced by Dutch and German one‟s. “Jazz me Blues” became “Mijn Blauwe Jas”, “Flat Foot Floogy” 

received the revealing title “Fiets fiets foetsie” (Bike Lost), and South Rampert Street” changed into “De Ramp in 

de Zoutmanstraat” (Disaster on Zoutman Street). Finally, during the last competition for amateur orchestras 

organized during the war, in August 1942, one could not only expect “De Kolenkit Zwaaiers with “When die 

Musik ertönt”, but also “De Rhytmeezen” with “Serenade in Rhytme” to be on the program. 

      Quite a few jazz concerts and music festivals were broken up by members of the Dutch National Socialist 

party (NSB). In the reports of the patrol commanders involved, which appeared in large numbers from 1941 

onwards, time and again complaints were made with regards to youngsters who behaved in an immoral and pro-

English fashion. “Unpermitted whistling” and “a typical English applause” were frequently returning phrases in 

these reports. With fantasy titles, jokes and demonstrative applause, both the musicians and the audience ridiculed 

the regulations of the DVK. It was obvious that the translated German directives were insufficiently clear to 

prevent this. What was desperately needed was a clearly defined prohibition of all jazz. 

      For this reason Goverts approached Willem Henri Adriaan van Steensel van der Aa, better known as Will G. 

Gilbert, former editor of De Jazzwereld. The jazz prohibition which he formulated and which appeared in the 

second half of 1942 was entitled: “Conditions attended to the issue of a permit for dance and entertainment music. 

Prohibition of negroid and negritic (sic) elements in dance and entertainment music”. In great detail Gilbert 

explained „the principal characteristics of jazz, which deviated most from the European musical conception.” All 

of the specific jazz terms from his 1939 book appeared again, often in exactly the same formulation. The only 

difference was that now, the use of a “whip”, a “dinge” and “hot intonations” with “growls” and “scratchy clarinet 

tones” was no longer allowed. According to section two, even the mentioning of the words “jazz” and “jazz 

music” in publications, programs, and announcements was prohibited.
38

 

      Only when musicians declared in writing that they would stick to these rules, could they receive a style permit. 

In addition, every musician was obliged to carry with him a DVK authorized repertoire and a membership book of 

the Dutch Chamber of Culture. The monthly report on the activities of the DVK music division, proudly 

concluded that thanks to the new regulation: “jazz and Negro music has been eliminated in the Netherlands for 

ever. This is a very important measure …. Holland is the first country which, through legal ordinance, has banned 

these disgraceful influences from the entertainment music.”
39

 

      By defining jazz in musicological terms, Gilbert supplied the criteria by which entertainment music could be 

checked for the presence of “negroid and negritic” elements. Since the twenties these negroid elements were 

continuously associated with primitivism, unbridled emotions, naiveté and sexuality, characteristic of the 

American culture. Gilbert provided this negative image of America with a quasi-musicological, scientific 

foundation. His detailed ordinances regarding style, constituted the musicological evidence for the presumed 

inferiority of American entertainment music. His musical criteria functioned as a legitimization for what was to be 

rejected on moral and political grounds. In the then customary bureaucratic jargon, people spoke of: “…. The 

recovery of the European spirit in the indigenous dance and entertainment music, by stripping the aforementioned 

of primitive negroid and or negritic musical components which can be presumed to be in violation with the 

European sound perception.”
40

 

      Most orchestras however, especially the amateurs, ignored the ordinances. Officially the risked a 500 guiders 

fine or three months detainment, but in practice the administrators of the departmental inspection service usually 

only issued a warning. Sometimes, if repeated warnings had had no effect, the style permit of the orchestra would 

be revoked, which meant that, formally, public performances were no longer permitted. Most of the “victims” 
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were amateur musicians, but the style permits of Ernst van „t Hoff, Frans Wouters and The Ramblers were also 

revoked for longer or shorter periods, because they did not comply with the regulations. 

      Nevertheless until the fall of 1944 concerts were organized everywhere with a high “hot” and “swing level.” 

Consequently, on August 4, 1944, the secretary-general of the DVK wrote a letter to Goverts: “Lately, I have been 

much involved with the fight against jazz music. Respecting your sincere intentions, I am of the opinion though, 

that the style permits in practice lead to a fiasco. Not a soul complies with them: These jazz people cannot play in 

any other fashion than they are accustomed to. That‟s the way things are. I believe therefore that our best response 

is to limit the number of permits to a minimum, and not pay too much attention to the criteria regarding style. 

After all, these criteria are being widely ridiculed.” 

 

During the war, Anglo-American entertainment music was more popular than ever, especially with youngsters 

between the age of fifteen and twenty-five years. But pressed hard by the conditions of war, many older people 

relinquished their objection to the “uncivilized kettle music” as well. 

      The United States‟ role in the war led to a radical revision of “the primitive America-image of the thirties”. 

Jazz was no longer a primitive cultural expression of an uncivilized, naïve people, but the music of conquerors 

and liberators. The old ethics of respectability suddenly had to make room for a higher oral code. Syncope‟s, 

swing and improvisations were no longer associated with the sensations of the lower torso, but represented liberty, 

individualism and vitality. By insisting on the prewar objections to jazz music, one identified oneself with the 

enemy, but by playing a Nat Gonella or a Benny Goodman record on a birthday party, one demonstrated that one 

was on the “right” side. It was a musical-political statement. 

      The question is whether these statements were dictated by a superficial political opportunism, or whether they 

were an expression of a more profound change of mentality. Had the traditional negative image of America really 

changed due to the Occupation? ”The pleasure sought in the jazz is for the most part an animalistic pleasure…” 

professor Asselbergs (teacher at a minor seminary) wrote in the Brabant newspaper De Stem on May 26, 1945,
41

 

and therefore, the deification of jazz or even the admiration of jazz, is a dangerous weakening of the good taste 

and a danger for the strength of a people.” In January 1945, the Geldersche Krant published an article headed: 

“Modern dissonance-jazz music-Whining from the jungle-Expressions of a perverse mentality.” The book by 

Gilbert and Poustochkine was reprinted twice, without revisions, in 1947 and 1952. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Since the twenties the critique of jazz and swing music had been dominated by a feeling of cultural superiority.  

That feeling was expressed in moral terms, which revealed in particular, a fear for the unknown, the primitive, and 

the erotic. In May, 1940, the anti-jazz lobby was taken over by the Dutch National Socialists and the press made 

to fit the national socialist goals of the new regime. Their struggle against American entertainment music was 

based on the same feeling of cultural superiority. They elaborated the negative image of America from the thirties, 

employing the same moral arguments. Apart from their political motive (jazz was “feindmusik” = enemy‟s music) 

the national socialists can be regarded as the executors of a mental inheritance filled with false codes of 

respectability. It was not until the sixties that the last remnants of this inheritance were removed. Nevertheless, 

partly through the war the predominant view on jazz changed: its Americanness became a positive asset for many 

Dutchmen. In spite of this the traditional critique of jazz would remain influential until the mid-sixties. 
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